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Change Log for MONITOR version 7.3.3 

 

General 

� BSAN-86YCT6 - The Split row function wasn’t working correct when you managed orders by using EDI. 

� SOLN-8DNGHN - In the Comprehensive Document (Subcontract) and some list types in the Order List 
– Sales procedures, the sorting didn’t work correctly for some date formats. 

� ÖBRN-8J9GWC - Now it’s possible to display a list of Overdue invoices per customer on the Start page. 

� RDJF-8J9BZ8 - Now it’s possible to display a graph of the Invoicing log classified on period on the Start 
page. 

� MZEL-8KY9L7 - Some *pdf files caused "file not found" when you tried to open them in the Document 
Viewer. The Document Viewer is a supplement to MONITOR. 

� ÖBRN-8KZJ4D - Now it’s possible to display a list of Overdue supplier invoices per supplier on the Start 
page. 

� OBYN-8L2CVP - Now you can only use capital letters in all fields where you can enter an Account, CC, CU 
and Project. 

� ÖBRN-8L3CEM - Now it’s possible to display a list called "Ledger info" on the Start page. This component 
displays the total value of the unpaid invoices in the ledger and a total of the overdue invoices. 

� BKNN-8L8G6J - Now it’s possible to use the buttons SHIFT + left arrow in the Comment windows to 
highlight text that shall be copied. 

� SSTG-8LGC4H - Now it’s possible to display a graph of the delivery reliability by date on the Start page. 

� SSTG-8LGFXE - Now it’s possible to display a graph of the order inflow per customer on the Start page. 

� BKNN-8LGJF3 - Now it’s possible to display a Gauge that displays the invoicing compared to previous year 
on the Start page. The component is called Invoicing index. 

� AFOG-8LQK6C - The logging and handling of different formats on listing of files which different FTP servers 
returns are improved. 

� SSÖG-8LV9BY - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you made Arrival Reporting or Delivery 
Reporting of order rows which were other types than row type 1 (Part row). 

� AFOG-8MB9F5 - When you started Auto Runs different Message boxes were displayed. 

� AFOG-8MBFR2 - Now information will be written in a log when you make an Auto Run. 

Manufacturing 

� KJAN-8GGATS - The Tabs identity were reversed in the Pre-Calculation procedure, which caused that the 
export of data from the Summary tab displayed data from the Warning tab, and vice versa for exports from 
the Warning tab. 

� JLIN-8GQGJ5 - In the Rejection List procedure with the list type Log classified on Reject code and the 
alternative Material withdrawal selected, the log posts for Rejects with deleted Reject codes were missing. 

� FPEN-8L7GU2 - It wasn’t possible to use the Find and Replace feature in the field Shop packet in the Print 
Manufacturing Order procedure. 

� MWIK-8LBK2K - A program error could occur in the Material Reporting procedure if the Setting "Material 
Reporting procedure when the Check if balance is negative during reporting?" was activated. This error 
occurred when you chose the alternative "Add material" and the material had Alternate unit. 
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Purchase 

� BKNN-8E4GV3 - The Register Supplier Invoice procedure could shut down with a program error if you 
used certain buttons when you used the link to the Update Supplier procedure. 

� ÖBRN-8J2HXJ - If you used Preliminary coding of invoices, the preliminary coding wasn’t automatically 
changed if you changed a supplier with for example the currency EUR to a supplier with the currency SEK. 

� LAHM-8KY9L3 - In the Import Supplier Invoice procedure there could be problems with the matching. 
After a modification in MONITOR grouping is also made by delivery note number. Furthermore, the import 
now compares receiving dates instead of reported arrival dates. This means that the import can match 
several arrivals on the same invoice. 

� BKNN-8L29EY - The status Ordered was set in the database also on invoices that were deselected in the 
Payment Suggestions procedure. 

� ÖBRN-8L2BXT - The focus was incorrect in the Date field in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure if 
you used Norwegian date format.  

� LREM-8L4GMW - The invoice could get incorrect Paid-in-full date in the Confirmation LB / FB procedure, 
if it was confirmed on an earlier date than suggested. 

� ÖBRN-8L8CUW - Under Payments in the Update Supplier procedure you can select "Pay via", in order to 
make the payment to another supplier. This way to make payments didn’t work for the following Payment 
methods: LBU, FBU and SEPA. 

� OBYN-8LGJ7J - Comments about the supplier weren’t displayed if you loaded the supplier by using the 
Bank giro no. or PlusGiro no. field in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure. 

� SSÖG-8LNK4V - When you used the Agent and made an Auto Run of the Import EDI Order Responses 
procedure, no logging was made in the Historical Events procedure if an order was locked by any user. 

� FOHN-8LPC4H - If you hade more than one supplier link on a part and used the Print EDI Delivery 
Schedules procedure, all the suppliers got 100% of the purchase suggestions. 

� BKNN-8LVHDP - When you loaded FB payments from file in the Confirmation LB / FB procedure, 
incorrect codings could be created on Credit invoices. This could occur if the file contained Credit invoices 
that were partially paid several times in the same payment file. 

� ÖBRN-8M3GKS - The fields Order amount and Diff weren’t updated on the Order link tab in the Register 
Supplier Invoices procedure. 

� ÖBRN-8M4DLL - It wasn’t possible to use the button C (coding) on the Order link tab in the Register 
Supplier Invoices procedure. 

� SSÖG-8M5A5K - An error message could be displayed when you sent e-mail with attached XML-file from 
the Register Purchase Order procedure. This error occurred when the Supplier link contained a Supp. 
part no. that consisted of more than 30 characters. The maximum number of characters in this field is 
increased to 50. 

� BSAN-8MDJM2 - If you made a partial Receiving inspection reporting and only reported rejects, it wasn’t 
possible to do any further reportings on that row. If a row had 100 % rejects, it remained in the list when 
the other order rows should be reported. 

� FOHN-8MKDMU - Type 2 Order rows on current Purchase orders were removed in the Import EDI Order 
Responses procedure. 

Sales 

� ÖBRN-83CCHY - There were diffs in the round-offs on the Invoicing/Payments plans if the order amounts 
decimals were uneven. 

� FOHN-8BALCC - News: The Terms of delivery in the Terms and Conditions procedure are updated 
according to the new Incoterms 2010/Combiterms 2011. When you make dispatch advices with the new 
Incoterms 2010/Combiterms 2011, the Codes have to be entered with 4 characters instead of 3 characters. 
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� AFOG-8EKKVG - Load default values manually didn’t work in the Shipment List procedure. 

� KFTM-8G2A22 - There has been a problem to get the Search form printed on the same page as the list in 
the Accounts Receivable Ledger and Accounts Payable Ledger. 

� ÖBRN-8GYF9S - It was possible to delete already invoiced Invoice basis in the Register Customer Order 
procedure. This error could occur on orders with an Invoicing plan. 

� AFOG-8HEGPG - Customers that are missing e-mail address will be excluded when you send e-mails from 
the Print Customer Label procedure. 

� FOHN-8JABMR - When you imported delivery schedules in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure 
too many days were excluded when the General Calendar contained a non-working day in the period. 
This occurred when the Customer had the setting "Only Saturday and Sunday are excluded when using 
frozen time" activated. 

� SSÖG-8JB92C - The Delivery date became different on the Order confirmation in XML-format and on the 
forms, when you had vacation registered in the Company calendar. This error occurred if you had 
transport days registered on the customer and the transport days were in the vacation period. 

� SSÖG-8KSJQA - Incorrect Delivery method and Terms of delivery were displayed in the Pick List 
procedure and the Pick list in the Delivery List procedure if you had changed any of these terms in the 
Import EDI Orders procedure. 

� ÖBRN-8KZF9E - We have added spacing in the Reference number on the Finish invoice forms. 

� ÖBRN-8KZG4V - Incorrect account was saved in the On Account Payments / Set-offs procedures. 

� LAHM-8L4BDV - A strange error message could be displayed when you changed the currency on a newly 
created customer or supplier in the Update Customer and Update Supplier procedures. 

� AFOG-8L4J28 - News: Posten has changed code in the EDI message for Expresspaket (express parcel), 
this change affects advises sent by PacSoft Online. 

� FOHN-8LEGET - News: We have implemented the new routing code DSV ver 110901. 

� FOHN-8LEJ48 - In the Pick List Delivery Reporting procedure, the EDI advising with status 1 remained 
in the EDI Data and no file was created. This problem occurred if the user for example by default run 
warehouse 1 but changed to warehouse 2 in the procedure and then made a delivery. 

� AFOG-8LFABA - Only one Shipping label was printed if the routing code was incorrect for shipments sent by 
DSV. Now all the Shipping labels with incorrect routing code will be printed, but a message will be 
displayed for every label that will be printed. This applies to the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� LREM-8LHK6H - It wasn’t possible to save a Credit invoice basis containing Configured parts with Serial 
number if you used the function to copy the invoice basis from the debit invoice. This error only occurred in 
systems with the supplement Product Configurator when you used the Register Invoices Directly 
procedure. 

� SSTG-8LJFNG - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you in the Update Customers 
procedure, on the Price button had many Customer links on the parts and tried to use the vertical scroll 
bar. 

� SSÖG-8LN8WL - When you imported BT-delivery schedules in Import EDI Delivery Schedules 
procedure, the Dock and Storage became over written on KanBan delivery schedules. 

� SSÖG-8LRCGP - An error message telling that the EDI data table (Delivery Schedules EDI) was locked by 
another user could be displayed in the Forecast / EDI Import procedure. 

� JLÖR-8LRJ26 - The Undo Delivery Reporting procedure couldn’t manage when the Part after delivery had 
a zero balance and only had a location with the name *******. This only occurred in systems with the 
Setting "Use multiple locations?" activated. 

� SSÖG-8LV9ET - If you added a new Part row in the Import EDI Orders procedure, the new row wasn’t 
saved. 

� AFOG-8LXB7C - When the Setting "Don't mix packages with different batch nos. in Pick List EDI" activated, 
the fields Goods label 2 and Goods label 3 will be greyed out in the Package Management procedure 
because the fields are used and not allowed to be changed. 
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� LÅPN-8LYCPF - When you used MONITOR-to-MONITOR in the Register Customer Order procedure, it was 
impossible to create orders that only contained of row type 2 rows. 

� BSAN-8M3B8P - If you clicked on the right mouse button in the Customer Order Info procedure, 
MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

� SSÖG-8M5AVB - The new EDI format 10318 doesn’t filter the EDI files punctuation marks when you 
exported Global invoices in the Print EDI Invoices procedure. 

� AFOG-8M7D28 - Some names on Package type is adjusted/changed in order to correspond between the 
EDI suppliers and the Shipping Agents. 
"Z1" will become "Z1 Halv pall" 
"Z2" will expire 
"Z01" will become "Z01 Apport Pall" 
"Z02" will become "Z02 Apport Halv pall" 
The following Package types are new: "701 (DHL Pall - Helpall)" and "702 (DHL Pall - Halvpall)" 

� AFOG-8MAAKW - Names on Additional services in the Print Shipping Documents procedure are 
abbreviated in accordance with the updated specifications from DB Schenker. The Receipt on the waybills 
for the services Direct, Special and Coldsped will be printed and the selected advising method will be set on 
all tabs. 

� FOHN-8MAG34 - When you imported customer orders by using MONITOR-to-MONITOR, the Terms of 
delivery was taken from the imported file (the customer order in xml.format.) The Terms of delivery shall 
always be taken from the Update Customer procedure. 

� JLÖR-8MCAKF - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if there were no configured part rows on 
any on the invoices when you made a credit invoice of a Comprehensive invoice in the Register Invoices 
Directly procedure. This error could occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� JEDS-8MCAY3 - An error message was displayed in the Pick list EDI if you had chosen the language 
Norwegian. 

� FOHN-8MEHP7 - Incorrect Currency code could be exported from the Print EDI Invoices procedure. 

� AFOG-8MHA9K - Payment agency and Account type on payments for the Swedish Post’s services weren’t 
saved in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� FOHN-8MKCNT - When you print the CMR Waybill in the Print Shipping Documents procedure, the "Place 
of terms of delivery" can be taken from the Terms of delivery in the Terms and Conditions procedure. If 
nothing is entered, MONITOR will suggest place as before. Now you also can make changes in the field 
manually on the form and then it will also be found under General on the EDI tab, if you have selected EDI 
on the Basic data tab. 

� KFTM-8MLA7F - Sometimes it was impossible to use the Extra row info if you used Row type 4. This error 
could occur in the following procedures: Register Customer Order, Register Invoices Directly and 
Register Stock Order. 

Inventory 

� BSAN-7R7DMY - A program error could occur in the Print Transport Labels (Inventory) procedure if you 
didn’t make any selection in the search form. An error could also occur if there were simultaneous stock 
movements in the part selection you had made. 

� FPEN-8DUDAJ - Default values didn’t work in the Inventory Value List procedure. 

� FOHN-8JCDNK - Now it’s possible to enter customers’ part number on a linked VMI-part to customer. 
Refilling suggestions will be deducted next time when you make repeated runs in the Refill List VMI. 
(Refill List VMI is a supplement to MONITOR) 

� ÖBRN-8LF9D5 - Reports for Customer nonconformities didn’t work in the Register Nonconformity 
procedure, if you used Crystal Reports forms. 

� JLIN-8M39K5 - Prefix for Part number series are allowed to contain special characters. The following special 
characters are however not allowed: " (quotation marks), ' (single quotes) and £ (pound character), nor 
the space at the beginning of a Part number is allowed. 
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Workshop Info 

� JLIN-8HZH4S - In the Recording Terminal procedure with the option "Select via order number", the 
symbol indicating which operations the employee had rights to select was missing.  

Accounting 

� BKNN-8BHLT6 - The check-box for Sign change under the Section tab in the Report Generator procedure, 
didn’t work properly. 

� BKNN-8BJBKE - We have removed a Preview field on the Section tab in the Report Generator procedure. 

� BKNN-8LNGB3 - The Product group matrix was incorrect if you had more than 31 customer/supplier 
groups registered. 

� ÖBRN-8LQK28 - If you renamed an account in the Rename Account procedure, the change didn’t affect 
the Accounts Receivable Ledger. If several accounts with budget values were merged into one, there 
were still several budget posts. 

� LAHM-8M7BJC - When you opened the Accrual Accounting procedure from the Register Supplier 
Invoices procedure, an error message was displayed if you used another language than Swedish. 

General Settings 

� SSTG-8LNGEG - Now it’s possible to display a graph of the invoicing log per customer on the Start page. 

� FOHN-8MJDL7 - The column "Place of Terms of Delivery" has been added for foreign shipping in the Terms 
and Conditions procedure to make sure which city the delivery term applies. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

� ÖBRN-8L9C5Q - The function with large-scale printouts of supplier invoices could print the same invoice 
several times if the invoice was displayed with several rows in for instance the Supplier Invoice Log. 

� ÖBRN-8LAF38 - Different error messages could be displayed in the Scan Supplier Invoice procedure, 
often in connection when you deleted invoices from your inbox. This occurred when you had registered 
invoices in the procedure, closed the procedure and then opened it again. 

� ÖBRN-8LGG5Y - The button Prel. Link was unavailable in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure if the 
user only had permission to register invoices. 

� ÖBRN-8LPJX2 - The functions under the menu EIM | Add/delete document didn’t work in the Scan 
Supplier Invoice procedure. 

Management Accounting 

� ÖBRN-8L9J6N - The Voucher number series wasn’t reset when you had reset the ledger if you didn’t close 
the Print Log Ledger procedure and reopened it. 

Product Configurator 

� KJAN-8LMDGN - When you opened the Check Delivery Times procedure by right-clicking in the Register 
Customer Order procedure, incorrect configured rows were displayed for the customer order in question. 

� CSIG-8LUAKM - Old configurations didn’t get the Selection text according to the Settings after an update to 
version 7.3. 

� CSIG-8MAGS2 - You got an invalid configuration when a default Variable value excluded a default 
alternative in a Mandatory selection group. This error could occur in systems with the supplement Product 
Configurator. 


